
Diane Walsh  mediageode@yahoo.com   Skype: mediageode                      

 

Dear Selection Committee: 

 

I am a qualified online copy editor and motivational-language specialist. I also have more than 5 years 

experience coordinating fund-raising campaigns in the global health, development and environment sectors 

and I am a dependable Creative Content Writer with outstanding outreach skills on social media.  

 

Expertise in these areas below: 

- A flexible and creative writing style that can be adapted to different types of content.   

- An understanding of SEO, marketing and social media.  

- Contract work, ability to work alone in excellent time management and in a group-setting when needed.  

-  Excellent self-organization and analytical skills.  

 

I can help you to enhance your outreach business for greater success  

-To get readers to notice you means being both engaging and competent.  

-I can produce beautifully crafted *copy* that people will want to read.  

  

What are my exact areas of specialty? 

-Producing articles and Opinion-editorials for media outlets   

-Proposal editing, Abstracts, academic essays for journals  

-Creating content for Social Media accounts  

-Developing and maintaining company blog articles   

-Customer newsletters, Agency and issue-specific Press Releases   

-Grant and award applications  

-Website copy, Agency documentation-editing   

-Communication memos and liaising with existing professional teams   

  

Previous experience includes    

-Scheduling, researching and producing regular, high quality and targeted blog posts and articles. 

-Variety of writing styles on a range of subjects.  Fluent in French, translation tips and services.  

- Creating content ideas specific to a client’s marketing goals and target audience.  

- Conceiving and composing press release ideas for syndication to both online and offline press.   

- Creating content for FB, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ etc., developing content-strategies for these platforms.  

-Strong computer skills, including web editing, AtoM, DSpace, MS Office suite, and software applications for 

digitization, OCR, and imaging. 

- Reviewing and writing internal/external communication documentation and aiding with broken English.  

- Organizing and composing applications for awards, tenders, marketing literature and company Websites.  

- Producing marketing and informative newsletters to send to customer bases.  

- Assisting in SEO in terms of providing targeted copy according to the requirements of the marketing team.  

- Possess exemplary standards of written and verbal English.  

-  Basic knowledge of HTML and the use of Content Management Systems.  

-Familiar with Adobe In Design, Illustrator, Excel and Filemaker Pro.  

 

Questions can be answered via Skype, telephone or email. Thank you.  

 

Yours truly,   Diane Walsh 


